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60 Quick Knits For Little Kids Playful Knits For Sizes 2 6 In Pacific And Pacific Chunky
From Cascade Yarns 60 Quick Knits Collection
Includes how-to information.
Provides step-by-step instructions for creating a variety of sweaters, cardigans, shoulder bags, scarves, and vests.
Enhanced with more than three hundred images, a comprehensive history of knitting in America includes twenty historical knitting patterns.
Presents over 200 easy craft projects including knitting, crochet, quilts, decoupage, paint finishes, cross stitch, and more.

“Crisp, clear photographs precede charts and schematics, providing an easy-to-follow format. Altogether a wonderful
book.”—McCall’s Needlework. “Well represented are Aran, Fair Isle, and multihued patterns for sweaters and coats that
can be worn by men or women.”—Booklist. “Libraries should consider this title for even very small knitting
collections.”—Library Journal.
While working as a vintage clothing dealer, combing through estate sales and eBay listings, longtime knitter Kristen
Rengren amassed hundreds of knitting pattern booklets from 1920 through 1960. One day she hit upon the idea of
knitting her own vintage clothes by modernizing old patterns. Now a knitwear designer, Rengren brings us the result of
her combined passions in Vintage Baby Knits, a charming collection of more than 40 contemporary updates of timeless
baby patterns. Projects range from small, quick-to-knit items like hats, booties, and shrugs to larger, more challenging
designs for sweaters, onesies, and dresses, all captured in beautiful photographs of adorable babies. Also included are
sidebars on baby fashion and knitting culture in this bygone era, and a complete reference section. Destined to be a
classic itself, Vintage Baby Knits promises cherished treasures for generations to come.
60 Quick Toddler KnitsSixth & Spring Books
Knitters will love making these 60 adorable garments and accessories and little kids will love wearing and using them!
Every project is stylish, playful, and practical, from a Cat Hat with pointy ears, button eyes, and an embroidered face to a
Raccoon Blanket, Striped Cardigan, Clown Mittens, and pencil-shaped scarf. As they work, knitters will master vital skills,
from garment shaping to construction and more. "
Here are handsome cardigans, vests, pullovers, dresses, and sweaters for all occasions and ages which you can knit
with the simplified patterns and illustrated instructions. “Cute and attractive styles...Many knitters will like the styles found
in this book, which offers classic styles... along with...trendy additions...will inspire knitters to pick up their needles and
begin a project.” —Booklist.
"Gorgeous yarns abound for the knitter, but sometimes the color variations can make it difficult to find patterns that allow
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the yarn to shine. With this in mind, Toby Roxane Barna designed all of the pieces in this book--hats, shawls, mittens,
sweaters, and more--to let the yarn be the main feature"-30 quick and easy step-by-step projects that utilize the hottest needle-free trend in knitting: arm knitting. It's fast, it's easy,
and it's fun. Arm Knitting features 30 step-by-step projects for head-to-toe wearables, accessories including bags and
baskets, and items for the home. Every project is needle-free, and, though you can create the same stitches and use
many of the same techniques as in regular knitting, big stitches and chunky yarns allow for much more rapid results. Let
the photography inspire you as you work through each project, whether you want a new scarf for the winter or a new
wreath for your door. From choosing yarn to weaving in ends to sewing pieces together, Arm Knitting guides you every
step of the way. Perfect for those who don't know how to knit but want to learn, this popular needle-free technique will
give you beautiful results in hardly any time at all.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place
for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
21 projects for blankets, socks, hats, tops, bottoms, and accessories for newborns to 1 year olds.
In the Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible knitting guru Hitomi Shida shares some of her favorite needlework patterns. Shida's strikingly
original designs and variations on every imaginable classic stitch result in intricate patterns that form the basis for beautiful and
unique knitted fashions. This is the perfect book for the experienced knitter who is looking for new stitches that yield spectacular
results! This Japanese knitting book features a wide range of rewarding and intricate stitches including: cables popcorn stitches
twisted stitches edgings and many more… A set of detailed, step-by-step diagrams show you how to execute all the basic stitches.
Instructions and diagrams for a series of small projects offer practice working with large patterns, lacy patterns, pattern
arrangement and round yokes among other things. The knitting projects include: A classic hat made using large patterns An
elegant scarf in lacy patterns The ever-popular fingerless mittens Thick socks that can be made using various patterns A feminine
collar using round stitching And much more! This Japanese stitch dictionary represents a whole new adventure for knitters and is
sure to become a valued reference for experienced knitters.
From Hollywood's trendiest starlets to the legions of pariticipants in knitting classes and knitting groups around the country, people
of all ages and lifestyles are taking up their needles and learning to knit. And once they learn the basics of the craft, beginners are
eager to tackle projects they can create on their own. Simple Knits for Sophisticated Living offers more than 44 simple yet beautiful
projects created specifically with the beginning knittter in mind. Featuring gorgeous, chunky yarns and simple designs with a clean,
natural appeal, projects use U.S. size 8 (5mm) needles and above--so the work is as fast as it is enjoyable. These appealing yarns
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were carefully selected to do some of the work for the knitter--and they guarantee spectacular results. Author Barbara Albright, an
expert who works with many of the top designers in the county, also provides helpful tips on choosing yarns, working with large
needles, and mastering various finishing techniques. Whether you're looking to accentuate a home with throws, pillows, or seat
cusions or to create lovely handmade gifts such as totes, backpacks, sweaters, scarves, and hats, this handsome book will inspire
novice knitters to turn a sometime hobby into a lifelong passion.
From classroom aids to corporate training programs, technical resources to self-help guides, children's features to documentaries,
theatrical releases to straight-to-video movies, The Video Source Book continues its comprehensive coverage of the wide universe
of video offerings with more than 130,000 complete program listings, encompassing more than 160,000 videos. All listings are
arranged alphabetically by title. Each entry provides a description of the program and information on obtaining the title. Six indexes
-- alternate title, subject, credits, awards, special formats and program distributors -- help speed research.
Examines the history of the nation from the perspective of women and knitting, tracing the changes in day-to-day life and in women's roles in
society from colonial times to the present
Includes various special sections or issues annually: 1968- Harvesting issue (usually no. 7 or 8); 1968- Crop planning issue (usually no. 12;
title varies slightly); Machinery management issue (usually no. 2); 1970- Crop planting issue (usually no. 4; title varies slightly).
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